The Snite Museum of Art acquires major work by sculptor Clement
Meadmore (American, born Australia 1929-2005)
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Notre Dame, IN. There is little doubt that Modern and Contemporary sculpture play a significant
role in the collection, and by extension, the persona of the Snite Museum of Art. The
collections of both Ivan Meštrović and George Rickey have played definitive roles. Against this
backdrop, the Museum is pleased to announce the gift of a major sculpture by Clement
Meadmore – one of the most compelling and eagerly sought public sculptors of the second half
of the 20th century.
Born in Melbourne, Australia, and educated at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology,
Meadmore began making welded sculptures in the 1950s. He moved to New York City in 1963
to more closely experience the vanguard of Contemporary art. Deeply moved by both
Minimalism and its forerunning antithesis, Abstract Expressionism, he forged a career as one of
the most distinguished abstract sculptors of his generation.
Meadmore is most widely celebrated for his bold statements based on a vocabulary of geometry
with a strong emphasis on crisp linear contours and broad planes. Whether working in
aluminum, steel, or bronze, he most frequently finished his sculptures with a black patina. For
all of the aforementioned, he can be seen in the ambiance of Minimalism. However, his
introduction of movement and frequent use of curved forms celebrate his affection for the visual
energy of Abstract Expressionism.
Upbeat, 1984, coveys the buoyancy of the upright composition of Meadmore’s iconic style. The
work and title also convey the sculptor’s life-long interest in music, particularly jazz. Upbeat is
a gift of the Clement Meadmore Foundation. It will be placed in the Museum courtyard to be a
point of dialogue with other major outdoor sculptures in the collection.
“The Museum is deeply grateful for this exceptional gift which has been eagerly placed and is
already engaging audiences at the heart of our sculpture courtyard,” shares Director, Dr. Joseph
Antenucci Becherer. “Meadmore’s iconic style is masterfully available in this work and is at
once both lyrical and minimalist.”

Clement Meadmore (American, born Australia. 1929-2005)
Upbeat, 1984
Painted aluminum, Artist’s Proof
9’10” x 6’3” x 6’6”
Gift of the Clement Meadmore Foundation
MEDIA CONTACT: If you would like high resolution images or in-depth information, please
contact Gina Costa, Marketing and Public Relations Program Manager, (574) 631-4720,
gcosta@nd.edu
About The Snite Museum of Art, University of Notre Dame
Considered one of the finest university art museums in America, the Snite Museum's
permanent collection contains over 25,000 works that represent many cultures and
periods of world art history. Exceptional holdings include the Jack and Alfrieda Feddersen
Collection of Rembrandt Etchings, the Noah L. and Muriel S. Butkin Collection of 19thCentury French Art, the John D. Reilly Collection of Old Master and 19th-Century Drawings,
the Janos Scholz Collection of 19th-Century European Photographs, the Mr. and Mrs.
Russell G. Ashbaugh Jr., Collection of Meštrović Sculpture and Drawings, the George Rickey
Sculpture Archive, and the Virginia A. Marten Collection of 18th-Century Decorative Arts.
Other collection strengths include Olmec and Mesoamerican art, 20th-century art, and
Native American art.

Sculpture is displayed in the Mary Loretto and Terrence J. Dillon Courtyard and in The
Charles B. Hayes Family Sculpture Park.
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